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PALICA CELEBRATES 50 YEARS at the
MUST RSVP BY 9/2/19 – CLASS
PALICA WINTER MEETING
SIZE IS LIMITED TO THE FIRST 30
PEOPLE WHO RESPOND…NO
CHARGE AND LUNCH IS INCLUDED.
(SEE PAGE 2 TO REGISTER)

Our legal
speaker
addressed
the topics of
how to
collect bad
debts & the
legality of
contracts. He
was great
and will be
back next
year!

We loved our new
venue at the Days Inn
in State College, and
will be back there
next March. We
were able to enjoy
the “porch” for
breakfast and lunch.

UPCOMING EVENTS
❖ PALICA BOARD MEETING – April
2020, time and location TBA
❖ National LICA Summer Meeting,
July 7-11, Niagara Falls Sheraton
(more details to come).
❖ PALICA Summer Meeting & Picnic
@B.R. Mutzabaugh Jr. Compound in
Dauphin PA (July – date TBA)
❖ PALICA Field Days at the Mercer
County Conservation District
Munnell Run Farm – (more details
to come) Friday/Saturday July 31stAugust 1st.

PRESIDENT’S MESSAGE

Hello PALICA Members,

❖ PA One Call Safety Show in Erie PA
– Monday Sept 21 @ the Erie
Bayfront Hotel (times TBA)

I’m hoping all are faring well with the wonderful weather this

❖ PALICA SAFETY DAYS at the
Clarion Hotel in Exton PA
(Friday/Saturday in November –
dates/time TBA)

all much-needed time for maintenance. Our winter convention

❖ PALICA 2021 WINTER MEETING –
March 5th & 6th @ Days Inn by
Wyndham in State College, PA

thing. The training and speakers were, as always, top notch.

winter has given us. I guess the good thing is it has given us

was held in State College this year . It was a very good time
and we had a few new faces there which is always a good

We are also proud to announce we have a new board
member from the eastern side of the state, and he was
instated at the convention. We are planning a field day for this
year, which will be held near Mercer, PA. It will be a two-day
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2020 WINTER MEETING IN STATE COLLEGE, PA –
CLASSES, ASSOCIATES’ NIGHT & CLOSING DINNER

Board Members
on Saturday

The ladies did some amazing
jar art Friday afternoon!

More benefit classes

Great food, friends and fun!

After the classes, it was time for some fun!

Associates’ Night fun, and live
and silent auctions to raise funds
for our Scholarship Fund- we
raised a little over $2500.
SPECIAL THANKS TO OUR
AUCTIONEER BRUCE MOSIER AND
JIM JANSEN!
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Associates’ Night fun
with the scholarship
auction, the great
associates/vendors
and our amazing
magician who
involved the entire
audience!

Closing banquet and award
celebration – A.R. Beatty won
Associate of the Year – from Erie,
PA and Ron Roncaglione won
Contractor of the Year – from
Linesville PA – we were also able to
grab a group picture for those that
were still around til the very end!
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Pa One Call put on a great class
Saturday morning w/the PUC

Trenching experts spell out OSHA Confined Spaces
compliance, warn against ‘choosing your rules’
(reprinted with permission from Randallreilly.com)
Central to compliance: If you’re in construction, the
new rules apply.
Magee was quick to note that choosing which rules to
follow is not an option, citing a statement from OSHA:
“…An employer does not have the option of bypassing
the procedures that are unique to this final rule by
complying instead with [the original] § 1910.146.
Such a policy would severely undermine OSHA’s effort
to protect employees from the unique hazards present
during confined-space operations in construction.”
A truck is parked beside a manhole that a
worker has just entered. It’s a cold day so the
truck is running, but no one’s thinking about the
hazardous fumes heading down the hole.
Unfortunately, it’s one of countless daily
evidences that OSHA’s confined spaces
standards for the construction industry are
widely misunderstood and frequently not
applied.
OSHA’s 2015 revisions to the 1994 Confined
Space Standard 1920.146 were the subject of a
workshop presented at United Rentals’ Total
Control and Innovation Conference this week in
San Antonio, Texas, underscoring the rental
giant’s top messaging: UR is serious about
putting customer advocacy into action.
Trenching safety experts Bruce Magee and Chad
Lindsley, UR region product development
managers, took attendees into the proverbial
trenches of the 2015 Confined Spaces rule 1926AA.
The OSHA rollout four-plus years ago, said Magee,
was about as smooth as tangled fishing line,
namely because the original standard remained,
leaving industrial businesses to figure out which
standard to follow. Industrial and construction
firms, he says, have erroneously continued to
follow the original standard, which was intended
to protect employees in general industry, not
agriculture, construction or shipyard
employment. While there are similarities between
the old and revised standards, important
differences have to be understood and applied for
confined spaces safety compliance today.

What you need to know right now
Following are a few highlights of the revised OSHA
standard as outlined by Magee and Lindsley:
(1) The new definition of confined space boils down to
three components, and all three conditions must exist:
limited means of entry/exit, large enough to enter, and
not designed for continuous occupancy. Examples of
OSHA-defined confined spaces include manholes,
tunnels, wells, tanks, pipes, grease pits, cold storage,
subcellars, culverts and silos.
(2) Always test and continue to test throughout a
project that involves Permit-Required Confined Spaces
(PRCSs) in case hazardous conditions occur while the
work is being performed.
(3) A “Qualified Person” is no longer adequate as the
responsible individual during entry of confined space;
1926AA calls for a Competent Person, and, says
Lindsley, it’s a mistake to blanket categorize everyone
on the team with this designation.
Here’s how Lindsley and Magee explained the
difference:
Competent Person: “One capable of identifying
existing and predictable hazards in the surroundings or
working conditions that are unsanitary, hazardous, or
dangerous to employees, and who has authority to take
prompt corrective measures to eliminate them.”
(CONTINUED ON NEXT PAGE)
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Qualified Person: “One who, by possession of
a recognized degree, certificate, or professional
standing, or who by extensive knowledge,
training, and experience, has successfully
demonstrated their ability to solve or resolve
problems relating to the subject matter, the
work, or the project.”

OSHA inspectors save workers
just before Colo. trench collapse

(4) Four individuals are required to perform
specific roles at a PRCS:
Authorized Entrant – An employee is
authorized by the entry supervisor to enter
a PRCS and must know the confined
space hazards, physical symptoms and
consequences, as well as understand the
proper use of all equipment to be used in
the PRCS. There will be constant
communication with the attendant, and the
entrant will exit promptly when necessary
or advised by the attendant.
• Attendant – This individual is stationed
outside one or more PRSCs to ensure that
employees can safely enter and work
within the space. The attendant remains
outside the PRCS, monitoring both the
entrant and surrounding area (remember
the truck fumes where we started?), and
ready to summon rescue if needed.
• Entry Supervisor – The qualified person
(employer, foreman, crew chief) who is
responsible for determining if acceptable
entry conditions are present at a PRCS.
• Emergency Rescue Personnel – Employers
must select a rescue team or emergency
service that has the capability to reach the
victim(s) in a timely manner, is equipped
for and proficient in performing rescue
services, and agrees to notify the employer
immediately if the rescue service becomes
unavailable.
•

(reprinted with permission from
Randallreilly.com)
Inspectors with the U.S. Occupational Safety and
Health Administration were at a jobsite in Cascade,
Colorado, earlier this year when they saw three
workers in an unprotected, 13-foot-deep trench.
The inspectors ordered the workers out of the trench.
Soon after they exited, OSHA reports, one of the
walls collapsed.
“In this instance, the inspectors’ quick action
removed workers from what could have been a tragic
event,” said OSHA Englewood Area Director David
Nelson. “Employers are required to install adequate
cave-in protective systems before allowing
employees to enter a trench or excavation.”
RMS Utilities of Alamosa was recently issued
$92,819 in proposed penalties for the June 26
incident, according to OSHA.
OSHA reported the following violations: no cave-in
protection, $79,559; employees exposed to struck-by
hazards while working beneath a loaded excavator
bucket, $6,630; and a spoil pile was within 2 feet of
the trench, $6,630.

(5) Training is big. OSHA’s 1926AA requires
that employers provide training to all affected
employees in a language and vocabulary that
the worker understands. Further, Magee
explained, the training must be:
•
•
•
•

At no cost to employee
Before the first PRCS entry assignment
Before duties change
Whenever hazards change

RMS is contesting the violations.
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A New Year’s Suggestion: Resolve to master some
aspect of construction technology
(reprinted with permission from Randallreilly.com)

This time of year, people are thinking about starting a diet and exercise program, understandably. But instead of
self-improvement, what about making a resolution to improve your business or your craft?
If you are in the construction business and looking for an edge, there is no better time to start than now and no
better year than 2020. I’m talking about learning more about construction technology and doing so at this year’s
two major trade shows: the World of Concrete, February 2 to 7; and ConExpo, March 10 to 14. Both shows are
in Las Vegas.
At the last ConExpo (2017), I was shocked at how big the booths were and how much space construction
software companies occupied in the Las Vegas Convention Center South Hall. Less than 10 years ago most of
these companies didn’t exist and the ones that did typically worked out of those tiny 10-by-10-foot booths on the
margins of the show. Today they are major players at the show and in this industry.
Since ConExpo only comes around every three years, this is a major opportunity for anybody who wants to get
better organized, more efficient, more profitable and improve their business.
But a software shopping trip to Las Vegas once every three years is not enough when it comes to learning more
about technology to improve your business. The late Pettus Randall Jr., who founded Randall-Reilly, the
company that publishes Equipment World, once told us that if you read for an hour every day consistently on
one subject, at the end of a year, you’ll be knowledgeable, if not an expert. Don’t believe me? Do the math. An
hour a day, five days a week, 50 weeks a year equals 250 hours of study.
James Clear in his book “Atomic Habits” and Charles Duhigg in “The Power of Habit” have written about how
tiny changes in habits over a long period create big results. Don’t try to lose weight, learn Spanish and memorize
the Constitution all at once. Just dedicate 30 or 60 minutes a day to learning more about a certain technology or
software platform – online, in books or magazines, through YouTube, whatever media floats your boat – but do
it every day.
And incidentally, something I discovered to improve retention is to spend the last five minutes of that time
writing down what you learned that day. Keep a dated journal of the knowledge acquired. You don’t have to
write an essay. One sentence is sufficient. Three sentences is more than enough. This is just to jog your memory.
Repetition is the key to learning.
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But make it a resolution. Spend time researching and gathering information at the technology booths at the trade
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POOR TRUCK MAINTENANCE CAN PROVE COSTLY
One of the most important things to know
when purchasing a Class B vehicle, is that the initial
price is just a fraction of the total cost of ownership.
Repairs and maintenance are a major expense of doing
business for any fleet, according to Fullbay, a
database of heavy duty repair shop software, even the
best built trucks on the market will experience issues
at some point.
In order to keep a tank truck in the best shape,
owners need to stay on top of repairs. This means
being financially equipped to pay for the inevitable
incidents such as worn-out brakes and/or tires, and
failing engines. According to a study on carriers’
equipment-related costs, American Transport
Research Institute (ATRI) found that repair and
maintenance costs per mile have increased by more
than 60 percent to 16.7 cents per mile between 2008
and 2017.
Fullbay Software broke down the top
maintenance and repair costs in order of the largest to
smallest percentage as follows:
1. Tires and related parts (ie liners, valves and
tubes) 43%
2. Preventive maintenance – 12 %
3. Brakes and related systems – 9%
4. Disposable parts – 8 %
5. Exhaust structure – 6%
6. Fuel system – 6%
7. Lighting – 5%
8. Cranking or starting system – 5%
9. Power plant – 3%
10. Motor and engine -3%
Although each number looks relatively small, the
costs add up. “It’s not a matter of which maintenance
and repair problems will occur, but when,” Fullbay
officials said.
Regular maintenance adds up to roughly $15,000
each year and could cost even more if the driver is not
proactive about repairs, according to
askthetrucker.com
It is incredibly important to be saving money
for consistent repairs or maintenance. It’s not a
matter of if your vehicle will need a repair but when.
Jeff Rogers, director of maintenance for the east
region for Ryder System Inc., said the number one
maintenance mistake a driver or operator can make is
ignoring the check engine or exhaust lights.
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There are hundreds of sensors on today’s
vehicles, according to Rogers, and they each provide a
specific function. “Many breakdowns can be avoided by
simply paying attention to your truck and the warning
lights. It’s as simple as that,” Rogers said.
Tires and brakes are the most common wear
items on Class 8 vehicles, according to Rogers. Because
of this, his first piece of advice for anyone operating a
heavy-duty vehicle is to carry a calibrated tire pressure
gauge in the vehicle. “Kicking a tire with your foot is no
way to tell if it’s low on air or not. Just buy yourself a
calibrated tire pressure gauge. I promise it’s worth it,”
Rogers recommended.
One important piece that is often overlooked
when it comes to maintenance according to Rogers is the
diesel particulate filter (DPF). This device removes
particulate matter or soot to prevent its release into the
atmosphere. Although a filter can take a year or two to
fill, once it gets plugged, the truck will simply no longer
run, Rogers said. As the most commonly overlooked or
procrastinated maintenance check Rogers said that it is
essential that the filter is checked at least once a year,
because this is “a big issue today with trucks.”
Some maintenance experts recommend keeping
shorter life cycles for heavy-duty trucks, according to
Fullbay. It is estimated that buying or leasing a new
truck every three years could save over $17,000 in
maintenance costs as compared to buying or leasing a
new truck after five years or more. The longer owners
keep their truck, the more it will cost them in
maintenance and repairs, according to Fleet Advantage.
Although maintenance for a heavy-duty vehicle
comes with a high price tag, most experts recommend
participating in a preventative maintenance program.
Maintenance companies, like Ryder, provide a scheduling
system for monthly, seasonal and annual safety and
maintenance inspections. “Everyone wants their fleet to
be the safest fleet in the country,” Rogers said. The only
way to do this is by keeping vehicles in tip-top shape by
staying on top of maintenance.”

NEWS AROUND PENNSYLVANIA LICA--please read info below
PALICA DUES INVOICES went out in
October – some of you said you didn’t
receive those, or the 2 statements that
followed, so please be sure to update your
address and email information with the
office so we can avoid this next year, and
to be sure your information is correct in
the upcoming directory. Email any updated
info to pennsylvanialica@gmail.com

• DON’T FORGET TO SUBMIT YOUR PA

WELCOME OUR NEWEST BOARD MEMBER – BARRY
MUTZABAUGH Jr. from B.R. Mutzabaugh Jr. Excavating
in Dauphin, PA. Barry attended his first board meeting
at the Winter Meeting in State College last month and
has also offered to host the PALICA Summer picnic and
scholarship presentation at his home. We will have
more details on the website and in the summer
newsletter coming out in June. We’d love to have
some new faces at the picnic and hope the new
location helps. We were thrilled to get some new
faces at the winter meeting last month and we feel
that State College is the location that makes the most
sense going forward as it is technically in the center of
the state. (below are Crystal & Barry Mutzabaugh Jr.)

ONE CALL INVOICE TO US BY MAIL OR
EMAIL – WE PAY THEM FOR YOU AS
PART OF YOUR MEMBERSHIP

• DO UPDATE YOUR COMPANY INFO FOR
THE WEBSITE AND MEMBER DIRECTORY
PALICA SCHOLARSHIP UPDATED INFO-

PLEASE READ!

the state.
PALICA IS PARTNERING WITH THE MERCER COUNTY
CONSERVATION
DISTRICT
PUT ON OUR
Crystal
& Barry TO
Mutzabaugh
Jr. SUMMER
ST
FIELD DAYS ON JULY 31
AND AUGUST 1ST
(Friday/Saturday) at the Munnell Run Farm in Mercer,
PA. There will be displays of equipment, some
projects being worked on by contractors, some
educational events the Conservation District will put
on and much more. As details come together, we will
make sure they’re on our website and watch your
email as well! The Summer newsletter will have full
details so make plans to attend!! Our first field day,
two summers ago, was a great success and we’re
looking forward to taking a different spin on this
event.

The Board of Directors voted to increase
the scholarship amount for this year to
$1,000.00, up from $750.00, and that will
go to the two applicants that are chosen
from the committee, based on the
submissions received. The deadline has
changed as well to March 31st instead of
June 30th - so please be sure to get them
submitted early. The deadline for the
National LICA Scholarship is March 15th.
They award 8- $500.00 scholarships each
year. The date was bumped up for
PALICA so that the recipients receive
them before they start school, and can
hopefully attend the summer picnic to
receive their awards.
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WELCOME OUR NEWEST MEMBERS!

Ahner Inground Pools
674 Manor Drive
Northampton, PA18067
Javon Ahner-Northampton Cty

Ambler Industries LLC
760 Edison Furlong Rd
Furlong, PA 18925
Robert Ambler – Bucks Cty

Casilli Corp
100 Simmons Rd
McMurray PA 15317
Jeffrey Casilli –Washington Cty

David Kristman Excavating Inc.
227 Hill Rd,
Honey Brook, PA 19344
David Kristman – Chester Cty

Deck’s Landscaping Inc.
PO Box 835
Ambler, PA 19002
Tyler Deck - Montgomery Cty

DLM Excavating LLC
1215 East Kings Hwy
Coatesville, PA 19320
Damon Magozzi – Chester Cty

James Kenney Excavating & Paving
3950 Germantown Pike
Collegeville PA 19426
Jim Kenney- Montgomery Cty

Litzenberger Excavating Inc
2031 Berger Rd.
Ottsville, PA 18942
Ed Litzenberger – Bucks Cty

Luke Welker Masonry Inc.
27 S. Schultz Road
Telford, PA 18969
Luke Welker – Montgomery Cty

Paul Swinglish Trucking Co.
211 Haddenville Rd
Uniontown,PA 15401
Chad Swinglish – Fayette Cty

Phillips Brothers Electrical
235 Sweet Spring Rd
Glenmoore, PA 19343
John Phillips – Chester Cty

Reliable Auto Enterprises
251 Keystone Blvd
Pottstown, PA 19464
Thomas Bianchini – Mont Cty

Shenberger & Son’s Gen Cont Inc.
1112 Telegraph Rd.
Coatsville PA 19320
Steve Shenberger, Chester Cty

Smith & Miller Roofing
302 Grove Street
Avoca, PA 18641
Jason Gilroy, Lackawanna Cty

Snyder Land Services LLC
340 Constance Dr Unit 5
Warminster PA 18974
Robert Snyder – Bucks Cty

TSF Enterprises
3915 Beth Drive
Collegeville, PA 19426
Steve Folk – Montgomery Cty

Walter’s Excavating Inc.
4254 Jefferson Avenue
Bethlehem, PA 18015
Nancy Walters – Northampton Cty

NEW ASSOCIATE MEMBER
Assured Partners of NJ LLC (part of the UFG Insurance program)
Andrew Brecker
3650 Winding Way
Newtown Square, PA 19073
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